Larry Flint was responsible for an occult of reprobate men who abused women by giving them wealth in exchange for making pornography. His filthy porn industry, the abuse of the freedom of the press, ran along the heels of Bob Guccione’s manic Penthouse Magazine (not my father but a jackass Bob) infiltrating America with horrific visual records of sexual abuse and indecent exposure against the will of a woman, training them to like it and call it a “profession.” Flint’s deception of the weaker vessel (the woman) to get her to expose herself caused many Americans to fall into a Kingdom of Hell perpetuating further demonic crimes as is apparent in his underground sadomasochistic publications.

According to the King James Bible, Flint, who was certainly NOT born again nor ever could be (he had a reprobate mind) is nor burning in Hell and awaiting a Lake of Fire; however, that was his tradeoff organized by satan for demoralizing America.

Today, the perverted Flint’s archives of sexual abuse remain among the “greatest” in the annals of pornography causing the demise of the nuclear family, giving rise to STD’s, murder, rape, genocide and many other destructive consequences to the Ameri-